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It was 2015. The second year of Andy, a 
postgraduate researcher of history, being 
the temporary assistant of Churchill, his 
History professor. He helped Churchill 
everyday doing researches and finishing 
reports, feed and clean his professor. 
It was the heaven to Andy who was 
Churchill‘s big fan, and against his strict 
parents education. Thus he didn’t want 
to let this life go even all his friends 
thought he was overloaded.

However, his normal life gone suddenly 
with unexpected. Churchill disappeared 
in Andy’s world after enjoying a normal  
breakfast together in a normal morning. 

“Why professor left suddenly without 
leaving a word?”, “Where is he 
going?”....Andy knew Churchill might 
getting into an unknown danger from 
professor Marco, the schoolmaster, 
when questions were wheeling over 
Andy’s head. The reason why the danger 
appeared might related to truly what 
Churchill was:

Vampire.
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Andy Jones
Character Introduction

Age: 22, born on November 2 Height: 162cm

Gender: Male Weight: 56kg

Nationality:  British Profession: Churchill's temporary 

Species: Human    assistant,  graduate student  
in history



Character Introduction

weapon 
Commonly used as a short gun, but the best is the 
sniper rifle.

ability 
Hawkeye, very lucky

Interest 
 Historical research, shooting, cooking

Like 
Eggs, tomatoes, Churchill

Hate 
 Wine, smoke, spicy

Status 
 Virgin. Never get into a relationship before.
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Bluetooth headset. 
There is a light scar between 
the right cheekbones and 
the ears, so he always wear 
the bluetooth headset on the 
right ear to cover the scars.

A big sling bag. 
Convenient to put tools and 
books inside.

Short gun: Glock 18

Personality

•	  Diligent

•	 Adventurous

•	 Curiosity

•	 Serious

•	 Lack of sense of humor. 

•	 He can sence and know about 
Churchill's feeling and thinking, but 
others can't.

Sniper rifle: Accuracy 
International Arctic 
Warfare Police

experience

His parents were the General and Colonel of the British Navy, and they were strictly 
famous among the military. With strictness and discipline, he was unable to enjoy his 
childhood, and he did not find his own interest because his life had been planned by 
his parents. 

But when he was nine, the school took students to visit the British Library. He found 
the Legend of Arthur, written by Churchill, and has since become his loyal fan and 
began to study history. Then, his life changed.

Combat boots.

Andy Jones
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Churchill Nicolas
Age: 32, born on May 18 Height: 180cm

Gender: Male Weight: 72kg

Nationality: British Profession: Professor of history

Species:  Vampire Original name:  Nelson

Actual age:  About two thousand years old

Character Introduction



Hanger sword 
Simple and dark, ~70 cm.

weapon

Colour Reference
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ability 
The basic ability of the vampire but do not 
afraid of the sun, super good at swimming

Interest 
 Historical research, reading, swordsmanship

Like 
Wine, tobacco, eating, black tea, sweets

Hate 
 Flirtatious women, dishonest behavior, 
people who lack of loyalty, tomatoes, spicy

Status 
 Claiming to be a virgin but actually have 
many sons, without a partner.

Personality

•	  Reclusive

•	 Lazy

•	 Lonely

•	 Good at observing

•	 Humor

•	 Rationality but will be self-deception

When no one is by 
his side, the hair is 
like this.

When someone is 
by his side, the hair 
becomes like this

Very annoying 
tomatoes.

Habit of sleeping 
in the nude.

Clothing 
in winter.

Sunglasses 
Because the red eyes are too 
conspicuous, he always wear 
sunglasses when he go out.

High neck, white shirt 
In order to cover the scar on 
the neck.

Weaving belt 
Dark green or light brown.

Leather boots 
Dress casually.
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Churchill Nicolas

experience

A friend of King of Arthur, who knew Merlin and met 
his daughters. Later he fell in love with his youngest 
daughter, Sarah (human), but finally separated by 
Sarah’s decision. Then he got married with other 
vampire many times, but every time his partner passed 
away faster than him. He was sad and focused on 
studying history. Finally, he Invited by Marco to become 
a university professor and met Andy.

Vest jacket 
Can add 
swallowtail.



Other Characters
Character Introduction

Bisca Dru

Character Introduction

Other characters
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•	 Male, 36 years old, British

•	 Vampire, actual age about two hundred years old

•	 Height: 178cm

•	 Weight: 69kg

•	 University President

•	 Ability:  The basic ability of the vampire, can 
perfectly copy all the documents he have 
read by hand

•	 Personality:  Very patient, serious, great 
ambitions, enthusiasm for education, 
kindness 

•	 Virgin

•	 Female, 20 years old, British

•	 Vampire, actual age About  
one thousand years old

•	 Height: 170cm

•	 Weight: 60kg

•	 University student, major in chemistry

•	 Ability:  The basic ability of the vampire but slow recovery 
ability, know track magic, not afraid of sunshine

•	 Personality:  Proud, arrogant, confident, time 
concept is very heavy

Character Introduction
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Jessy Kelly

•	 Female, 20 years old, British

•	 Human

•	 Height: 172cm

•	 Weight: 70kg

•	 University student, major in fine art, minor in chemistry

•	 Ability:  Good physical strength, agility, strong sense 
of intuition

•	 Personality:  Really care about winning or losing, not 
admitting defeat, not wanting to think 
about feelings, loyalty. Very easy to be 
shaken but in the critical situation, the 
on-the-spot command ability is very 
good, and there is excellent judgment 
on the spot performance.

•	 Weapon:  Daggers, sticks, swords etc, any meleeable 
thing, no problem with empty hands.
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Sarah

Shoes?

Spencie Gray
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•	 Female, died on 6th century, aged 16

•	 A Druid (Human)

•	 Height: 172cm

•	 Weight: 60kg

•	 Ability: Able to communicate with nature, magic

•	 Personality:  Cheerful, stubborn, strong, loyalty, free-
spoken, always see the situation
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Spencer Gray

•	 Male, 13 years old, Icelandic

•	 Vampire, actual age about six 
hundred years old

•	 Height: 150cm

•	 Weight: Unknow

•	 A banker

•	 Ability:  Can use magic to change 
appearance, will becomes a 
bat to go out when there is 
sunshine. Excellent memory. 
Good at inducing each other 
to say what he want.

•	 Personality:  Smart, a little 
embarrassed but will 
keep the promise. Will 
not yield to evil forces.

•	 Female, 13 years old, Icelandic

•	 Vampire, actual age about six 
hundred years old

•	 Height: 151cm

•	 Weight: Unknow

•	 A banker

•	 Ability:  Can use magic to change 
appearance, will becomes a 
bat to go out when there is 
sunshine. Excellent memory. 
Very active in the winter.

•	 Personality:  Smart, a little 
embarrassed but will 
keep the promise. Will 
not yield to evil forces.
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Obviously, they liked each other but they did not tell 
each other. They enjoy coexistence and work more 
than lovers, but at the same time they were very 
concerned about each other, beyond the working 
relationship or friendship. 

In the main story, Churchill had long been recruiting 
assistants, but because the conditions were so weird, 
no one was going to apply for the following conditions:

1. Health and longevity

2. Not afraid of being bitten

3. Can accept things that have not been seen before

4. Happy to explore

5. Have the virtue of the knight

6. Can support him

Everyone thought he was more like recruiting a partner and Andy knew about it but 
he did not mind to be a temporary assistant. 

However, at the same time, he was not willing to become his long-term assistant 
(partner) because he knew Churchill was a vampire (Churchill did not know that Andy 
knew that he was) and he was a human. Andy thought that they were not possible 
because Churchill was no courage to make him to be a vampire (Vampires can turn 
humans into vampires, but humans will have an 80% chance of dying). Therefore, 
Andy would rather be his temporary assistant and kept their current relationship.

Because of this, although Andy had been Chutchill's assistant for two years, they had 
kissed each other and depended on each other during this period, but they had no 
further relationship, until the crisis approached them...

Andy and Churchill
Character Relationship
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